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Abstract – One of the most important factors in distributed
multi-agent systems is load balancing that can improve the
performance of these systems effectively. In the existing
methods scheduling optimization was done for load
balancing. However, the migration co optimization and
security, has not been investigated. Therefore the method
that has the best performance in minimum time, and reduces
the cost of migration is needed. Load balancing Algorithm in
distributed multi-agent systems in terms of migration cost of
agents is studied. The proposed algorithm by reducing load
balancing algorithm runtime tried to reduce the
communication and migration cost. The simulations were
carried out to investigate the performance of the algorithm
show that the algorithm has less time for scheduling in
distributed multi-agent systems for load balancing and
reduce the migration cost.

There are problems in dynamic load balancing of
distributed multi-agent system. In the concentrated way
there are two problems: the bottleneck and failure point.
Due to heuristic nature of the partitioning method, it is
much time consuming. The method of the immigration
should be considered. Once proper purpose Search and
didn‟t find, search must be done again. By dividing
societies, the cost will increase [12].The Goals of the load
balancing algorithm is to minimize time and cost in
distributed multi-agent systems.
The proposed algorithm by reducing load balancing
algorithm runtime tried to reduce the communication and
migration cost.
We investigated load balancing algorithm in distributed
multi-agent system for reducing the cost of
communication and agent migration. In the proposed
algorithm [9] is tried to reduce the time and cost of load
balancing. However, the migration cost is not studied.
This paper introduces load balancing algorithm for
distributed multi-agent systems using all system resources
to reduce algorithm execution time and cost of agent
communications and agent migration cost.
In previous methods, the migration cost is not studied.
The proposed algorithm performs distribution of
computation load among servers for improvement of
system performance. And reducing operating costs of
migration have been investigated.
The proposed algorithm achieves optimized scheduling
using parallel computing on all servers and partial
information of agent communication. The way was
adopted for migration Agents selection and destination
server selection that reduce communication costs and
agent migration cost.
In this paper, influence of two factors reducing
communication costs between agents and reducing the
number of immigration agents to select the destination
server has been investigated.

Keywords – Agent, Migration, Communication, Distributed
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I. INTRODUCTION
In multi-agent systems, the “agent” has an essential role.
Thus defined, the definition of multi-agent system
operating discussed. There is no single definition for the
agent since now[4]. Agents live in same environment.
They can sense their local environment, and interact with
other agents in their environment. Agents attempt to
achieve specific goals or specific tasks. They respond to
changes that may occur inside them. They create a
community to collaborate to achieve their goal and
common goal [11].In general, the behavior of an agent
forms based on the objectives and operations of the
system. Targets of System can be in line with system
global optimality, system management and system control.
The Agent has The basic operating characteristics such as
purpose, knowledge, labels, etc., That are formed of
functional units, communication model, business process
model, inference model, study model, data transmission,
etc.,., [8].
Multi-agent system has been formed of autonomous
agents that dynamically cooperate and coordinate to
achieve the objectives of national and local purposes. The
main advantage of multi-agent systems is that agents do
not rely on the special existence to execute their orders.
Failure of one component does not interrupt whole system
operation [17].
Dynamic load balancing is allocation of limited
resources among multiple tasks over time [12]. The multiagent systems have limited resources and time constraints,
therefore, needed to focus on agent schedules in them.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we brought related work on dynamic
load balancing in distributed multi-agent system.

A. Load balancing in multi-agent system
Balanced Dynamic load is allocation of limited
resources over time among multiple tasks[12]. According
to the above definition, we are faced with limited
resources and time. In load balancing it is assumed that the
right amount of work would be dedicated to each
processor in order to increase performance and to reduce
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the run time of programs. therefore, Distribution of a
heavy work between nodes needs load balancing. In many
cases, load balancing are required such as parallel
applications [1] which right use of processing capacity
should be assured. For applications that condenses large
amount of data processing and computing needs.
Dynamic load balancing is allocation of limited
resources among multiple tasks over time [12]. The multiagent systems have limited resources and time constraints,
therefore, needed to focus on agent schedules in them.
There are different methods for load balancing such as
partitioning, based on the economic theory, rule-based
approach, and adaptive techniques. Partitioning method
can properly distribute the workload generated by agents
between the available distributed resources [12]. For
example, adaptive method [6], fast adaptive balance
method [18], considering the irregular shape of the regions
[16]. However the partitioning methods have heuristic
nature, and spend much time, so they significantly are
affected by the average response time [12]. Paper [5]
proposes load balancing model based on given credit to
each agent and it improve the volume loading more than
balance oriented normal programs. Jang and Agha, 2004
proposed two mechanisms to improve the adaptive agent
allocation: one mechanism aims minimizing agent
communication cost, while the other mechanism attempts
to prevent overloaded computer nodes from negatively
affecting overall performance. In the paper [13] network
of agents considered as a “small world”, so the load
balancing is performed based on the community. This
method evaluates the communities to select the most
appropriate set of agents to be moved. Shin et al., 2009
proposed, load balancing based on the agent mode that it
performs efficient and justly allocation of resources to
agents. This method spends much time for searching the
best mode.
Another scheduling algorithm is the distributed
approximate optimized scheduling algorithm with partial
information (DAOSAPI) [12] this algorithm needs partial
information of agent communication for searching, and
also don‟t need agent status information.
In the paper [9]optimizing the scheduling algorithm of
load balancing in distributed multi-agent systems has been
made. But reducing communication cost and agents
migration have not been studied. In this paper we use the
algorithm presented in paper [9] to reduce communication
cost and migration cost.

B. Agent distributed and Agent communication
architecture
Due to architecture of distributed multi-agent systems,
as the nodes are distributed in the environment. Each node
has some agent to do tasks and according to the position of
the nodes, the tasks given to it. There are communication,
cooperation and coordination between agents. In a
distributed multi-agent system communication model
between the agents is frequently changing. On a large
scale multi-agent distributed system this problem can
cause trouble. When agents are distributed in multi servers
spending interplay cost between agents in the load

balancing to improve the efficiency of the system should
be considered.
The goal of load balancing is to minimize response time
and cost. When one of the nodes is given more tasks than
its ability, load imbalance would be created in it. In this
case, the response time is increased in that one. Not
possible to avoid this situation-because the costs of the
ongoing investigation before delivering task will increase.
So a solution to restore balance in the nods is needed. To
solve the problem, a self-load balancing infrastructure that
responds quickly to changes in the environment could be
used. Creating a Self-requisite infrastructure require the
mobility of agents. Dynamic load balancing is a possible
application of agent mobility [2].In fact, mobility is a
characteristic of the variety of multi-agent system which is
in weak or strong form.
Most of the operating systems that support the mobility
of agents are weak mobility. There are a limited number of
operating system that support strong agent‟s mobility such
as JIAC [7]، NOMADS [15] and Organic Grid [3].

III. ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING
IN DISTRIBUTED MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
Assume multi-agent systems have M server that n
agents are among those distributed. The load capacity of
all servers is the same that divided among agents resident
in server equally. Agents within the same server and two
different servers can communicate with each other for
cooperation and coordination.
The agents communication cost within the same server
(intra-server interaction) is much less than two different
servers communication cost. Four objectives that followed
to improve the system performance are:
 Agent load distribution among servers
 Reducing the communication cost between servers
 Reducing load balancing algorithms execution time
 Reducing migration costs of agents
Due to reducing connection cost between agents in
similar server compared to different servers, in load
balancing algorithms tried agents linked together are
placed on the same server. Reducing the cost of agent
migration, instead of specific agent migration, set of
agents can be migrated and the number of destination
servers for migration will also be reduced. So server will
be selected that reduces operating costs between agents
and has more capacity in accepting largest number of
immigration agents. To reduce the running time of load
balancing algorithm parallel processing used.

IV. PROPOSED LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
IN DISTRIBUTED MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
In this section we define variables used for extra load,
the number of migration agents and number of migrations.
Then the algorithm rules apply.
Used variables in the algorithm described in the paper
[9] have been used.
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OLSj Shows overloading in server 𝑠𝑗 , which is calculated

by the following equation.
OLSj  LSj  Th

(1)

nmSj Displays the number of immigration agents can be

obtained by the following equation.

OL S j
(2)
am S j 
La ij
The amount of agent migration number nmSj , can be
calculated by selected destination server's capacities.
Table I: Notations [9]

In this work we try to reduce number of immigration
agents and thus achieve cost reduction in agent‟s
migration. With the migration of selected agent set to
destination server immigration expenses is reduced.
However, due to the consideration of reducing
communication cost in choosing the destination server and
sets of optimal agent migration, the number of target
servers, and so migration agent increases. Therefore, the
migration cost and time will also be increased.
In this paper, influence of number of factors the choice
of moving to a server in the server as the destination server
will show that the number of immigration and migration
cost and reduced execution time.
Certification of selected destination servers is calculated
by the following equation:
Max (amSj )
(3)
To reduce the communication cost, Collection of agents
that have the most communication with destination server
and the least communication with overload server is
selected for the migration to destination server. Using the
following equation, the optimal set agent is selected to
migrate to the server Sj :
Max (Cmoj , sj  Cmoj , so  moj )

V. OPTIMIZATION COST OF AGENT’S
MIGRATION FOR LOAD BALANCING

(4)

Cmoj , sj is server connection value Sj , with the optimal

agent set moj selected for that. Communication value of
server So with optimal migration agent set to Sj server is
Cmoj , sj  Cmoj , so  moj .

In this paper, the validity of the following equation
calculates servers are:
Max ( amSj )
If amSj >= amSo , means that Sj server is accepting all
migration agents of So server. So migration agent set is
migrated in groups to destination server by server So .
otherwise the MA in So broadcast the message contain
(ID of So , number of rest migration agent , the agent load
and new partial information about agent communication)
and the algorithm repeats of step 3untilallloadistransferred.
At end The MA in So begin immigration procedure.
Agent migration process is shown in the following
figure. After ordination of manager agents in over load
and destination server, the selected optimal agent set for
that server is migrated. Consequently when the number of
execution of balancing algorithm reduces, time and cost of
agent migration will be reduced.
In this paper, reducing the cost of migration and run
time for load balancing and decreasing the cost of
communication has been studied. Using the agent‟s group
migration instead of alone agent, costs of migration
dramatically
decreased.
Instead,
if
reducing
communication cost for agent migration to be considered
in, as a result migration factor increases and will increase
the cost of migration. In this paper, influence of number of
factors in choosing destination server was investigated.
Considering the number of immigration agents to selected
destination server, a server can be chosen so that decreases
communication and immigration costs of agents by
reducing number of destination servers.

VI. ANALYSIS OF TIME COMPLEXITY OF THE
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Considering the number of factors in the migration
destination servers election algorithm time complexity is
not changed. Time complexity as proposed in [9] is.
The proposed algorithm has two important pieces of
code that a piece of code is implemented in over loaded
server and other piece of code is implemented on other
servers at same time. The piece of code on overloaded
server is selection of the destination server for migration
agents and the time complexity of it is O (M). The second
piece of code is implemented on other servers for selects
optimal agent set. The time complexity of second piece is
O (NC). (N is the average number agents per server and C
is the average number communication per agent). The time
complexity of the proposed algorithm is O (MNC).
Although the proposed algorithm has a low
communication delay, it has no significant impact on its
performance.
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Fig.1. Agent‟s migration process

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes simulation to test our technique.
Results obtained from the proposed algorithm compared
with paper [9] and SLB. This simulation was implemented

in C# and executed on a machine with 2.67GHz CPU and
4GB of memory.
A distributed network, which is the number of
servers,is10,considered. The number of agents per each
server has beenconsidered100, 200, 500, 1000and
1500whichis connected randomly other agents within the
same server and other servers. Load Distribution among
servers is randomized. The Computation threshold of
servers is equal Average computational load of all servers.
When a server overloaded, load balancing algorithm will
run, and optimal agent sets for migration and destination
server with best condition will be selected.

A. Simulation Results Analysis
According to the results, reducing the number of
migration agents cause to reduce the cost of agents‟
migration and algorithm time. Reducing the number of
algorithm execution for migration of all agents, the
number of migration agents set, cost of agents‟ migration
and algorithm running time reduces.

Table II: Comparison of execution time between SLB, DAOSAPI, Paper [9] and Proposed algorithm versus the number
of agents per server
Number of agent per server
100
200
500
1000
SLB (s)
0.01
0.03
0.11
0.42
DAOSAPI (s)
0.031
0.047
0.062
0.078
Paper[ix]
0.01
0.015
0.031
0.046
Proposed (s)
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.03
This algorithm selects agents of the overloaded that
have the most association with the destination server and
the least association with the overload server. Hence
reducing communication cost.

The proposed algorithm due to evaluation, selection and
migration of set of agents instead of a single agent,
reduces less communication cost compared to SLB and
paper [9]algorithms.

SLB algorithm evaluates all agents and among them
migrate agents that had the highest external
communication, and lowest internal communication to
server that connected to the most. The result could reduce
the communication cost much more than the proposed
algorithm. But when compared to time that spend, and due
to the frequent changes in the relationship between agents
and system dynamics, is not Considerable amount.
To compare costs between the proposed algorithm, SLB
and paper [9] a test has been conducted. Calculate the
costs of collection interval equal to 100 seconds. The
relationship between operating costs equal 0.1 KB / sec,
has been considered. The results of the simulation are
shown in Figure 2.

improve interaction cost (kilo
byets)

Table III: Comparison of number of algorithm execution for migration of all agents between Paper [9] and proposed
algorithm versus the number of agents per server
Number of agent per server
100
200
500
1000
1500
Paper[ix](s)
2
2
3
3
4
Proposed (s)
1
1
2
2
3

800
700
600
500

Proposed algorithm

400

SLB

300

Paper[ix]

200
100
0
100

200

500

1000

1500

number of agents per server

Fig.2. Comparison of reduces communication cost
between SLB, Paper[9]and Proposed algorithm versus the
number of agents per server
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VIII. CONCLUSION

[16]

Simulation results of the proposed algorithm in
comparison to [9] algorithm shows reduction in costs of
immigration and agent sets. In contrast, it was found that
increasing the number of agents in the system, the
proposed load balancing algorithm execution time reduces
more than other compared algorithms. The proposed
algorithm achieved agents migration cost reduction by
reduction in search time for the target servers and agent
migration sets, and number algorithm execution.

[17]

[18]

Vigueras, G., Lozano, M., Orduna, J.M., Grimaldo, F., (2010) „A
comparative study of partitioning methods for crowd
simulations‟, Applied Soft Computing, Vol(10), pp.225–235.
Xianga, W., Leea, H.P., (2008) „Ant colony intelligence in multiagent dynamic manufacturing scheduling‟, Engineering
Applications of Artificial Intelligence, Vol(21), pp.73–85.
Zhang, D.L., Jiang, C.J., Li, S., (2009) „A fast adaptive load
balancing method for parallel particle-based simulations‟,
Simulation Modeling Practice and Theory, Vol(17), pp.1032–
1042.
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